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Dr Alison Liovosley pictured during and after her swim across the Pentland Firth. 

Doctor swims across Pentland Firth 
By Craig Taylor 3 hours, 28 minutes and 53 seconds, 

managing to get fully out of the water 
on a rock ledge in Caithness to reach 

her finish line! 
The boat she was supported by 

was the Njord, a former RNLI lifeboat, laughed 
skippered by Hamish Mowat with 
his brother Laurence, and she was broken up by half hour feeds, saying lion's mane jellyfish. which was a bit accompanied by her "swim crew" of 
Ingrid Norquoy and Nicki Gwynn-Jones. nicely. 

Alison said that she has been 

Flow and Inganess Bay, due to a lot of a breath of wind and it was absolutely jellyfish in the Aikerness area! 
"It was indeed the first time I have 

are just thinking. aml going to hit a tide 
and I will not be able to get over? 

"It was not until Hamish said go on. 
left Orkney since February. I decided fantasticvisibility in the sea, which was go for that bit of rock there, and I just 

flat calm," she added. 
AN ORKNEY-based doctor chose an 

She also said that she enjoyed incredible way to to leave Orkney last 
week, for the first time since February 
she swian the Pentland Firth! 

on taking the stealth approach!" she a steady 11 degrees all the way over. headed for it, and managed to get right "Underwater was so clear, and I up on the ledge and pull myself clear Dr Alison Lievesley, 43, is a keen 
open water swimner, who swam the 

English Channel in 2009, and said that 
she has had the ambition to swim the 

She explained that the swim was could see very far down. I could see 
"It felt fantastic to get there!" 
Looking to the future, Alison says 

that she will be continuing her open 
water swimming. including when 

she moves to Stronsay later this year, 
although she says these will probably
be shorter distances, with absolutely 
no plans to swim to Kirkwall from 
there! 

that this method breaks the swim up disconcerting, but it was good to be 

Pentland Firth for a number of years,
since moving to Orkney some three 

able to see them and avoid them!" 

Looking at her GPS tracker, she said "I had a week off during which time 
carrying out training for the swim for Iplanned to do the swim, which T that the swim covered 15km, and she 
some time, which has included long decided to keep quiet. 
swims of up to four hours, which have 

years ago. 
She made the crossing between 

Burwick, South Ronaldsay. and 
Duncansby Head last Wednesday in 

was delighted to reach the shore in 
Caithness. "In the end it came down to a 

taken place near her home in Evie, at two-day window when the conditions 
Aikerness Beach, as well as in Scapa 

"It really felt that the last kilometre were right. On the day, there was not was going on for ever and ever, and you 


